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Reduce load damage with
perfect pad and fork alignment.
APPLICATIONS

FEATURES

Tilt Control System is recommended for palletized loads, roll
handling, carton handling, pallet handling and integrated tire
handling systems.

■

One-Way Tilt Control allows the operator to find the true

Provides lift
truck operators
a method to
consistently find
the true vertical
position of the
lift truck mast.

vertical position automatically by tilting forward from the
back tilt position. This version is intended for applications
normally transported in the back tilted position that require
limited forward tilt, such as carton clamp applications.

■

■

C
 onsistently stops mast at true vertical
K it provides all components required for
easy installation
P ush button override on both the One-Way and
Two-Way version

■

Timer delay automatically resets after three seconds

■

P roven solenoid hydraulic design

Two-Way Tilt Control provides the same mast positioning
with the added benefit of control from both the back tilted
and forward tilted positions.
Two-Way Tilt Control is ideal for paper roll handling where
true vertical orientation of the clamp ensures the pad
is perfectly aligned with the roll, eliminating expensive
product damage.

MODELS
■

1 2, 24, 36, 48 volt

Tilt indicator mounted between cowl and mast.

TILT CONTROL
ONE-WAY TILT CONTROL—Recommended for carton
clamp applications

—Recommended
TWO-WAY TILT CONTROL
all
Portable
Clamp Forcefor
Indicator
Measuring roll
deviceclamp
that shows
the clamp
applications
force applied to the load. Periodic checking
and adjusting of clamp force is highly
Tilting forward or backward to
recommended
to ensure
damage-free
vertical,
mast stops
at vertical.
handling. Includes calibrated gauge.
Wait three seconds to continue
to tilt or press the override
button to continue‑through
vertical without stopping.

Tilting forward to vertical,
mast stops at vertical.
Press override button to
continue tilting forward
of vertical.
Tilting backward, mast does
not stop at vertical.

™ - Adaptive Force Control
AFC™

AFC is a computer-controlled clamping
system that automatically controls the clamp
force in proportion to the load weight.

Control valve

installs Bar
in theKit
truckand Multi-Setting Relief Valve
Light
tilt circuit

Available for:
12, 24, 36 and 48 Volt
trucks. Part number will
vary depending on truck
model. Consult Cascade
Corporation for more
information.

The light bar shows the
pressure setting in use
when installed with the
Multi-Setting Pressure
Relief Valve.

Control valve
installs in the truck
tilt circuit
Available for:
12, 24, 36 and 48 Volt
trucks. Part number will
vary depending on truck
model. Consult Cascade
Corporation for more
information.

Portable
Clamp Force Indicator
Tilt Control

™ - Wireless Pressure Monitor
™
WPM
Swing
Frame

Roll Protector

Wireless
Pressure
Monitor
is ayou
system
to monitorin
Swing Frame
models
offer
the optimum
Durable
polyethylene
used toThe
protect
the
pressure
insheet
the
clamping
cylinders
rollhydraulic
handling
speed and
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from
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addsPerfect
an extra
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fordimension
allowing drivers
to seetothetheactual
pressure
and tight
stacking
capabilities.
during
the clamp
cycle
to determine if the load
holding components are malfunctioning.

™ -Open
Clamp
Guard
AFC
Adaptive
Force Control

HFC™ - Hydraulic
Force Control
™
Load
Cushion
Pressure
and™
Flow Control Valve
HFC is a hydraulically controlled automatic

AFC
is a computer-controlled
clamping
Automatically
controls the angle
of the mast
system
that
automatically
controls
and attachment, aligning pad withthe
theclamp
load.
force in proportion to the load weight.
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maximum
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Measuring
device
that shows
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controls
the angle
the mast
force
applied
to
the
load.
Periodic
and attachment,
aligning
pad withchecking
the load.
One-Way Tilt Control
components
and adjusting of clamp force is highly
recommended to ensure damage-free
handling. Includes calibrated gauge.

Two-Way Tilt Control
OTHER
RECOMMENDED DAMAGE REDUCTION OPTIONS
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Electronic
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the
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lift the
adjusts
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pressure as
into475
ml load
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and
950 ml
(1 qt) sizes.
the weight of the load increases or decreases.

Electronic Rotational
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proper
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360˚
clamp rotation,
which
with control
switch that
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aligns
pad operator
to roll. convenience.
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Allows secure
handling
of twothestacked
Measuring
device
that shows
clamp rolls
of different
hydraulic
circuit
force
applieddiameters.
to the load.Our
Used
for clamp
allows clamping
of with
one roll
with minimum
pressure
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systems
using
top arm movement.
pressure relief valves.

WPM™ - Wireless Pressure Monitor

WPM™ - Wireless Pressure Monitor
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Wireless Pressure Monitor is a system to monitor
Wireless Pressure Monitor is a system to monitor
the hydraulic pressure in the clamping cylinders
the hydraulic pressure in the clamping cylinders
of an attachment on a real time basis. Perfect
of an attachment on a real time basis. Perfect
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